
Survey of need 

(Survey of need regarding the planned intellectual educational 

products in the frame of an Erasmus+ application) 

A survey of need for the preparation of an Erasmus + Strategic partnership adult education 

project application in 2020. 

Title of the project: Rural Inclusive Outdoor Theatre Education; 3 (RIOTE 3) 

 

The planned partnership (with English, French, German, Italian, Slovenian and Romanian 

theatre organizations) will create three tutorial guides for the spring of 2022.  

 

 

YOUR NAME:  FRANCESCA ALBANESE 

YOUR PROFESSION: artist and cultural operator 

YOUR COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Italy 

 

Would one, or more, of the following guides, be of interest to you?  If so, please sign your 

name.  You would be welcome to add any comments around why it would interest you if you 

wish. 

 

 

1. Innovative Health Impact Measures: 

This strand of the project will use a digital tool (ie a fitness tracker) to measure the impact 

of participation in arts activities  

Signed:   …………………………………. 

Any comment? 

 

2. Community Engagement Co-Creation Models: 

This strand would examine different models of co-creating theatre projects with local rural 

communities that explore relevant issues.  For example, environmental impact.    

Signed:        

Any comment? 

 

 

3. Theatre Practice Development: 

This strand will create a Handbook focussing on sharing the skills and practices developed 

and used by each of the partner European theatre companies.  For example, thematically: 

such as creating arts in the environment projects, or practically such as physical 

theatre/vocal skills in rural and site-specific context..    

Signed:  …………………………………… 

Any comment? 



Survey of need 

(Survey of need regarding the planned intellectual educational 

products in the frame of an Erasmus+ application) 

A survey of need for the preparation of an Erasmus + Strategic partnership adult education 

project application in 2020. 

Title of the project: Rural Inclusive Outdoor Theatre Education; 3 (RIOTE 3) 

 

The planned partnership (with English, French, German, Italian, Slovenian and Romanian 

theatre organizations) will create three tutorial guides for the spring of 2022.  

 

 

YOUR NAME:  Silvia Baldini 

YOUR PROFESSION: artist and cultural operator 

YOUR COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Italy 

 

Would one, or more, of the following guides, be of interest to you?  If so, please sign your 

name.  You would be welcome to add any comments around why it would interest you if you 

wish. 

 

 

1. Innovative Health Impact Measures: 

This strand of the project will use a digital tool (ie a fitness tracker) to measure the impact 

of participation in arts activities  

Signed:   …………………………………. 

Any comment? 

 

2. Community Engagement Co-Creation Models: 

This strand would examine different models of co-creating theatre projects with local rural 

communities that explore relevant issues.  For example, environmental impact.    

 

Signed:          

Any comment? 

 

3. Theatre Practice Development: 

This strand will create a Handbook focussing on sharing the skills and practices developed 

and used by each of the partner European theatre companies.  For example, thematically: 

such as creating arts in the environment projects, or practically such as physical 

theatre/vocal skills in rural and site-specific context..    

Signed:  …………………………………… 

Any comment? 



Survey of need

(Survey of need regarding the planned intellectual educational products
in the frame of an Erasmus+ application)

A survey of need for the preparation of an Erasmus + Strategic partnership adult education 
project application in 2020.

Title of the project: Rural Inclusive Outdoor Theatre Education; 3 (RIOTE 3)

The planned partnership (with English, French, German, Italian, Slovenian and Romanian theatre 
organizations) will create three tutorial guides for the spring of 2022. 

YOUR NAME:  Laura Valli

YOUR PROFESSION: Art Director and actress

YOUR COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Italy

Would one, or more, of the following guides, be of interest to you?  If so, please sign your name.  
You would be welcome to add any comments around why it would interest you if you wish.

1. Innovative Health Impact Measures:

This strand of the project will use a digital tool (ie a fitness tracker) to measure the impact of 
participation in arts activities 

Signed:   ………………………………….

Any comment?

2. Community Engagement Co-Creation Models:

This strand would examine different models of co-creating theatre projects with local rural 
communities that explore relevant issues.  For example, environmental impact.   

Signed: 

Any comment?

3. Theatre Practice Development:

This strand will create a Handbook focussing on sharing the skills and practices developed and
used by each of the partner European theatre companies.  For example, thematically: such as 
creating arts in the environment projects, or practically such as physical theatre/vocal skills in 
rural and site-specific context..   

Signed:  

Any comment?


